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Fig. 1. Left: 2D (joint) histogram and three fiber surface control polygons (FSCPs), specified by red, blue and green annotations. Right:
Corresponding fiber surfaces. Let us compare residence time and oxygen across both data range and spatial domain, in a simulation of
coal combustion in GE-Alstom’s 15 MWth Boiler Simulation Facility (BSF). These surfaces let us show low and high regions of oxygen
as they occur over the entire course of the simulation, classified by annotating the 2D scatterplot (joint histogram) with FSCPs. Direct
ray casting allows users to explore and manipulate fiber surfaces interactively on larger datasets; in this case at 16 fps at 1024⇥1024
on an NVIDIA Geforce GT 650M mobile GPU.

Abstract— Multifield data are common in visualization. However, reducing these data to comprehensible geometry is a challenging
problem. Fiber surfaces, an analogy of isosurfaces to bivariate volume data, are a promising new mechanism for understanding
multifield volumes. In this work, we explore direct ray casting of fiber surfaces from volume data without any explicit geometry extraction.
We sample directly along rays in domain space, and perform geometric tests in range space where fibers are defined, using a signed
distance field derived from the control polygons. Our method requires little preprocess, and enables real-time exploration of data,
dynamic modification and pixel-exact rendering of fiber surfaces, and support for higher-order interpolation in domain space. We
demonstrate this approach on several bivariate datasets, including analysis of multi-field combustion data.

Index Terms—Volume Rendering, Isosurface, Multidimensional Data

1 INTRODUCTION

Multifield volume data are ubiquitous in scientific computing. Simula-
tions frequently compute several variables, for the purposes of driving
the computation itself or understanding underlying physical phenom-
ena. However, most visualizations of 3D volume data consider only a
single field in a given image, using either isosurfaces or direct volume
rendering. This is due in equal parts to audiences’ familiarity with
single-field metaphors, and the relative lack of concise techniques for
defining and describing multifield data.

Fiber surfaces are multifield equivalents of isosurfaces for univariate
3D volume data. Just as isovalues define contours in single-field data,
fibers [34] define contours over tuples in multifield data. For bivariate
(two-field) volume data, fibers are defined as points in two-dimensional
range space. A curve composed of fibers in the range defines a fiber
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surface in the domain. These features classify spatial volume data as
a linear combination of two fields, and provide a powerful tool for
defining contours in terms of multiple attributes. As shown in Fig. 1,
fiber surfaces allow us to restrict our classification of contours to sub-
regions of bivariate range space. This not only reduces clutter, but
allows us to identify features that isosurfaces of these respective fields
could not. Fiber surfaces are a recent contribution to the visualization
literature [5], and were implemented as a straightforward extension to
Marching Cubes [28]. Though effective, surface extraction presents
two main limitations. First, the resulting mesh is a piecewise-linear
approximations of higher-order analytical implicit surfaces. Second,
the extraction process is costly and potentially non-interactive for larger
volume data. While methods exist for accelerating marching cubes,
for sufficiently large and complex data, direct rendering methods are
needed to enable interactive exploration.

Direct isosurface ray casting is a well-known alternative to mesh
extraction. Surface ray casting is attractive for its sublinear time com-
plexity – with the appropriate acceleration structure, small and large
volume data render at similar speed, constrained only by memory.
Moreover, ray casting of implicit surfaces can employ a wide range of
root-finding techniques. In this paper, we contribute a method for direct
ray casting of fiber surfaces by solving for the ray’s intersection point
with a fiber in both domain and range space, using either explicit defi-
nition of fiber control polygons or approximation as a distance field. In
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